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WHO SHOULD READ THIS?
Anyone who answers “Yes” to the following questions:
• Do you have a newly promoted leader?
• Disgruntled and vocal workforce?
• Managing a team through change?
• Need to improve metrics?
What you’re about to read is the story of a leader who took on the
challenge of developing a culture by design to improve employee
engagement, which resulted in better performance and increased
revenue.

CLIENT HIGHLIGHTS

65M

increased revenue

102

%

exceeded goal by

70

%

less staff concerns
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THE PROBLEM
Year after year, despite plenty of data and
evidence to the contrary, organizations,
teams, and their leaders fail to address
two of the most crucial elements to performance and success: employee trust
and effective communication.
So, when the Senior Vice President (VP)
of Human Resources (HR) for Houston
Methodist Hospital, sought out executive
coaching for a new VP in one of their larger departments, Alexsys Thompson with
Trybal Performance® was ready to help.
The new VP, whom we’ll call Charlotte, was
in uncharted territory and in need of guidance. Though she was highly competent
and had recently completed a 9-month
executive coaching program, she was left
wondering Who am I now as a leader?, and
consequently, Who do I want to become
as a leader?

THE STAKES
Charlotte is responsible for 3.3 billion
in revenue, over 250 thousand inbound
patient calls a year, and 167 employees
inside the industry leading Houston
Methodist Hospital. As a leader, she was
struggling with her desire for perfection
and stepping on her employees’ toes.
The stakes were high, and she felt the
pressure of creating a culture that could
perform and where the staff could thrive.
In addition to new leadership, the
167-person department had moved to an
office over twenty-five miles away from the
original location. As change often does,
this caused unrest and stress. On top of
that, the department’s employee opinion
survey scores were trending down and

disruption was becoming the norm. As
the culture struggled to create its new
identity, Charlotte was forced to adapt
and evolve to more than just a new role.

THE ACTIONS TAKEN
Leaders First

Trybal engaged Charlotte in a 6-month
executive coaching program. Individual
coaching sessions began in February of
2016 with the administration of the Gallup
StrengthsFinder assessment. Trybal chose
StrengthsFinder to establish a common
language through which Charlotte and her
coach, Alexsys, could speak.
Once Charlotte demonstrated strong
competency with the StrengthsFinder tool,
Alexsys introduced the Institute for Social
+ Emotional Intelligence’s® (ISEI) report.
This process allowed Charlotte to explore
her deeper emotional dimensions, an
area often ignored by leaders to their own
peril. Over a four month period, she dove
deep into areas she’d previously avoided
and new ones that showed up.
Alexsys interviewed key stakeholders at
the start of the coaching engagement
and again at three months to get a pulse
on Charlotte’s progress in the real world.
They all agreed they’d seen growth in her
self-confidence, her relaxed and more appropriate pursuit of excellence for herself
and her team, and improvement in her
overall approachability.
Personally, Charlotte had a newfound
ability to achieve her goals without overextending her energy, as well as reducing the
expectation of perfection in relationship
to her self-worth. By relieving the stress
of always having to reach an unattainable
ideal for herself, she was able to show
up for her staff with a vulnerability that
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fostered teamwork.
Now that Charlotte had the right tools, it
was time to bring what she learned to her
leadership team and the department.

MEASURING &
CREATING CULTURE
To identify the specific concerns the
employees had, Trybal deployed a Leadership Culture Survey™ (LCS)*. The LCS
measures the health of an organization’s
leadership and seeks to develop leaders
that will move organizations creatively and
effectively into the future, by design.
The first culture survey was deployed in
July 2016. 94 of 167 participants completed the survey (56%). The results showed
a high percentage in both the Controlling
and Passive dimensions (57%). Charlotte’s
drive for perfection was accounted for
inside both dimensions.
With the specific concerns of the department defined, Trybal worked with
Charlotte and her leadership team to implement a Strengths-Based Ecosystem™
(SBE). An SBE is an evolving culture within
an organization focused on the productively leveraged strengths of its people,
resulting in a high-performing environment. Like any ecosystem, organizations
are comprised of elements (people) that
are crucial to success.

WALK THE TALK
Trybal delivered their customized tool,
Conversation Mechanics®: How to Talk
About It (HTTAI). The curriculum was
delivered as an immersive experience
twice a month in half-day sessions over

two months with “homework” to be done
in between each learning event. The experiences they had between each session
were discussed and explored as needed
to help anchor the learning from each
previous event.
The following ten months of the year, the
members attended two-hour trainings
every other month to work on their communication skills through role-playing and
peer-to-peer feedback, with on-the-spot
coaching to help facilitate the learning
experience and implement a coaching
culture.
The leadership team also attended added
sessions regarding conflict management
and how to extend productive feedback. In
these sessions, they continued to open up
to each other through their new strengths
language and their ability to reduce the
need for perfection, while still holding excellence as their standard. Each member
found their unique value on the team,
and in turn, they began leveraging each
other in their unique areas of strength,
increasing engagement.
During the twelve months, the staff and
management team were in HTTAI training,
Charlotte continued executive coaching.
She purposefully made changes by investing in her strengths and becoming highly
sophisticated with many of them. This
self-work transformed her ability to show
up at all levels in her organization with
confidence accessed through a fearless
willingness to be vulnerable and authentic
with herself and those around her.
Senior stakeholders and many of Charlotte’s peer group witnessed new behaviors from her. The intensity she usually
presented in meetings was replaced by
genuine inquiry and a desire to learn
where the other party was coming from.

*REFERENCE: The Leadership Circle®, www.leadershipcircle.com
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Charlotte’s management team soon
expressed a willingness to take more
risks to find solutions to problems
they had been wrestling with.
By the end of the year, the roots of the
SBE had taken hold.

THE RESULTS
In November 2017, Trybal deployed another LCS to see how much the leadership
team and organization at large had moved
the needle toward their ideal culture. Right
off the bat, participant engagement in the
survey process increased 44 percent! It
went from 94 out of 167 to 135 out of 167.
The willingness to engage in the survey
was a sign that trust was building.
Observing the figures below, the reactive
behaviors contracted significantly. The
most significant shift was the 26% shift
in the creative/reactive scale. This is a

2016

huge amount of movement in a relatively
short period of time for a group this
size. The goal is to move from reactive to
creative when creating a high-performing,
engaged culture. Taking into account how
heavily weighted the complying section of
the reactive scale is, specifically the passive dimension, the data supported the
conjecture that the passive nature of the
culture was doing the most harm.
Foster Team Play and Purposeful & Visionary had the highest positive correlation to
business and leadership effectiveness and
success. Passive had the highest negative
correlation to business and leadership
effectiveness and success .
The changes they’d made in their culture
were also reflected in the Press Ganey®
Employee Opinion Survey (EOS). The
number of concerns identified by the
EOS decreased by over 70% percent,
enabling the management team to focus
on areas of impactful improvement. The

2017
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department also realized some amazing
financial metrics in 2017 as a result of this
work combined with a new system and
processes:
•Reduced accounts receivables (AR)
cycle from 60 to 54 days resulting in
over 65M in increased revenue
•Total cash collected exceeded the
year goal at 102% of revenue (2016
was under target)
Charlotte’s story demonstrates the ability for a leader to measure their current
culture, create a desired path toward a
culture by design, and make it a reality for
all involved using the Leadership Culture
Survey™ to diagnose cultural weaknesses
in combination with a Strengths-Based
Ecosystem™ Approach to cure the problems.

“A leader will
rise or fall
within the
culture they
create.”
ALEXSYS
ALEXSYS THOMPSON
THOMPSON

Trybal will be keeping up with this team
for the next three years through the same
culture measurement tool to confirm the
growth they desire continues to evolve
and be sustainable as they build upon
each change they experience.

CRAVING DETAILS

OR JUST WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Trybal

COMMUNICATION

You can download the full case study here for over 20 pages of juicy details; aka, where
the rubber meets the road. We are excited to share this success story and are repeating
it with other teams. We know a healthy ecosystem yields all kinds of greatness.

CONTACT US TO UNLOCK YOUR ECOSYSTEM’S POTENTIAL .
alexsysthompson.com | grateful@alexsysthompson.com
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